Offshore Energy in Amsterdam is one of the fastest growing gathering of offshore industry professionals. The Exhibition and conference addresses all technical and operational challenges associated with the industry growth.

Offshore Energy has developed into a must-attend event. The most notable success factors include the high quality of purely offshore professionals. The accessible European location attracts all people who are interested in networking and hold a management or purchasing position. From October 13-14 2015, our team of HMC was at the Offshore Energy 2015 in Amsterdam. HMC shared a stand together with the Maritieme Academie Holland. The Maritieme Academie Holland is one of the oldest maritime training institutes in The Netherlands. Nowadays, the academy is geared toward preparing its students for all modern maritime and harbour facility functions. Our two days at the Offshore Energy were very successful. We met a lot of new customers and strengthen our relations with our existing clients. And at the moment we have increased these relationships going forward. We found a lot of new contacts which were seeking for solutions in transport engineering and our other business. Offshore Energy has provided us with a lot of positive feedback and we are looking forward to the 2016 edition. Are you also interested in how we can support your business, but you were not able to meet us during the Offshore Energy? Please click here.

**HMC’s open course Marine Warranty Surveyor again very successful**

From 17-20 November 2015, HMC gave our open course Marine Warranty Surveyor (MWS). The course was held at our office in Almere, The Netherlands. A Marine Warranty Surveyor is the supervisor of your maritime operations.

A warranty is an important condition of the marine insurance contract because it is a condition which must be exactly complied with by the assured, whether it be material to the risk or not. HMC’s ME bundles all our knowledge and increases efficiency of all our educational projects. In case you want to deepen the knowledge of your engineers on in-depth transport engineering topics, or you want to familiarize non-transport engineering employees with an introduction to ship construction and stability. We understand the need for good marine warranty surveyors. In order to prevent loss or damage to marine installations we share knowledge to offshore installation companies, insurers, energy companies, oil and gas companies and freight forwards. HMC provides all kind of safety lectures and seminars around the world. On our website you can find some examples of custom made materials and brochures. If you are interested in our education program. please visit our website at www.hmc.nl.